
 
 

Fertilisers 
Sector outlook – June 2018 
 
 The sector news flow remained positive last month with only few 

exceptions. The price environment and soft commodity market news were 

generally positive for the sector. Stable phosphate fertilizer prices and declining 
YoY Chinese exports, as well as tightening nitrogen market balance were 
supportive for major stocks, including Mosaic, Nutrien and CF Industries. The 
stoppage at K+S Bethune mine resulted in some 3.7% one-day decline of he 
company’s stock price, contributing to 8% losses over the last month. Potential 
regulatory investigation around Tianqi acquisition of 24% SQM stake negatively 
affected SQM performance. The sector feels healthy enough for a new round of 
investments, which are to be done, among others, by Grupa Azoty and Nigerian 
nitrogen Indorama subsidiary.  

 The food producers have stable price environment. The FAO Food 

Price Index (FFPI) was 1.21% higher MoM and 2.03% above its last year level in 
May 2018 driven by increased dairy and cereal prices. The soft commodity prices 
still stay higher YoY in June. The June USDA WASDE forecast for 2018/19 
corrects down the total world grain output forecast as well as assumes lower US 
grain production, that is supportive for agro prices as well.  

 The fertilizer prices stay flat during the low season. The urea prices 

stay flat, including NOLA granular urea price at $249/t. DAP Tampa price 
increased 1% MoM to $419/t. Potash NOLA price was $259/t at the end of June, 
up 2% compared to the previous month. Raw materials prices, including 
phosphate feedstock, stay flat. Increased energy costs of Chinese producers and 
other regional producers moved ammonia prices up. Tampa ammonia price was 
at $280/t at the end of June compared to $270/t a month ago and $240/t last 
year.  
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FAO Food price index up 2.7% YoY in May 2018 

The FAO Food Price Index (FFPI), which is based on five commodity group prices for meat, dairy, 

cereals, vegetable oils, and sugar, was 1.21% higher MoM and 2.03% above its last year level in May 

2018 due to increased dairy and cereal prices. FFPI achieved the highest level since October 2017. 

The FAO Cereal Index averaged 172.9, up 2.4% MoM and 16.8% YoY in May 2018, supported by 

deteriorating production prospects in Argentina and Brazil. The FAO Dairy price index averaged 215.2 

points in May, up 5.4% MoM and 11.5% YoY reflecting higher prices for cheese, skim milk powder, 

and butter. Sugar index was 175.3, down 0.45% MoM and 23.08% below last year level on 

expectations of favorable sugar cane harvesting conditions in Brazil. The FAO Meat price index was 

down 0.47% MoM and 1.4% YoY at 169.6, reflecting reduced pigmeat and ovine prices. The FAO 

Vegetable oil price index was down 2.59% MoM and 10.7% YoY to declined palm, sunflower, and soy 

oil prices. 

Figure 3. FAO Food price index 

 

Source: FAO 

 

June 2018 WASDE report 

WASDE report released in June 2018 came with the following developments:   

 The world 2018/19 total grains production forecast is 2,568.9mt and ending stocks are 

590.91mt in June. The global wheat output forecast is 744.69mt for 2018/19 in June versus 

747.76mt in May. The global wheat ending stocks estimated at 264.16mt for 2018/19 

compared to 272.37mt for 2017/18. In June projections of total grain output, total supply and 

ending stocks came lower compared to May forecast. 

 The global coarse grain outlook for 2018/19 includes lower YoY production and lower ending 

stocks. Corn production is forecast at 1,056.07mt in 2018/19. Global corn ending stocks are 

expected at 159.15mt for 2018/19.  

 Global 2018/19 rice production is projected at 487.35mt in June, down from 489.5 in May. 

Global 2018/19 rice ending stocks are projected at 143.18mt in June, down from 144.68mt in 

May. Production, trade and ending stocks came lower in June compared to May forecast.   

Food producers news 
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 The global 2018/19 oilseed forecast includes now higher output but lower ending stocks 

compared to last year level. Global oilseed production is projected at 593.9mt, up from 

593.9mt in May and compared to 572.9mt in 2017/18. 

 The U.S. sugar output for 2018/19 is projected at 8.961mn STRV, including 5.036mn of beet 

sugar production and 3.925mn cane sugar production. Ending stocks for 2018/19 are 

projected at 1.463mn, and stocks-to-use ratio is estimated at 11.5 in June compared to 12.1 

in April. 

 

Figure 4. World total grains forecast, mt Figure 5. World Wheat forecast, mt 

 
 

Source: USDA WASDE Source: USDA WASDE 

 

Figure 6. US total grains forecast, mt Figure 7. US wheat forecast, mt 

  

Source: USDA WASDE Source: USDA WASDE 

 

 

Fertiliser prices’ drivers 
 
The fertiliser and crop price developments over the last month are following: 

- The nitrogen prices were flat compared to the previous month. The granular urea was 56% 

higher YoY at $249/t in NOLA and 47% higher YoY at $293 in Brazil at the end of the month. 

Nutrien mentioned the tightening supply-demand balance in nitrogen market that is 

supported by increased ammonia prices and low Chinese urea inventories.    
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- Phosphate prices remained flat MoM in June, and some 20% higher YoY. DAP Tampa was 

$419/t, up 21% YoY and up 1% MoM, while DAP NOLA was $402/t, up 29% YoY and 1% 

above last month price. Phosphate raw material and sulphur prices were flat at $85/t and 

$115/t respectively. 

- Potash price was $259/t in NOLA, up 24% YoY, and $318/t in Brazil, up 20% YoY. NOLA 

potash price rose 2% MoM while Brazil granulated MOP price was flat, compared to the last 

month value. 

  

  

Figure 8. Currencies performance versus USD Figure 9. Raw sugar - ISA daily price (c/lb) 

 
 

Source: Thomson Reuters Source: Thomson Reuters 

  

Figure 10. London Brent crude oil price index, $/bbl Figure 11. DAP, New Orleans CFR Barge, $/t 

  

Source: Thomson Reuters Source: Thomson Reuters 
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Companies’ news 
 
IFC to double loan to the Nigerian urea producer to reach 2.8mt capacity 

The International Finance Corporation announced it would oversee a finance package for $1bn for 

Indorama Eleme Fertilizer & Chemicals, a Nigerian based urea producer to help to double its annual 

production to 2.8mt per year. The IFC will directly lend $100mn to the company, a subsidiary of 

Indonesia’s Indorama Corporation, and mobilize another $850mn from other development financial 

institutions. The amount of $50mn will be available from IFC’s managed co-lending portfolio program. 

The funds will be spent to build the second production line at the Indorama Eleme complex in Port 

Harcourt in Southern Nigeria. The first line was commissioned in 2016. Agriculture sector accounts for 

20% in GDP. 

Polish fertilizer producer Grupa Azoty secured EUR685 mn loan 

The largest Polish fertilizer producer Grupa Azoty secured PLN3 bn (EUR685.4 mn) credit from four 

Polish banks PKO BP, BGK, BZ WBK, and ING Bank Slaski. The amount PLN 1.5bn will be spent to 

finance the current operations and PLN1.5 bn to be spent on new Investments. Grupa Azoty has 

announced that they will concern foreign expansion and international acquisitions. Media reported the 

company might be interested in the German fertilizer producer acquisition. 

Uralkali secured $825 mn pre-export financing 

Uralkali, the largest CIS potash producer, attracts $825 mn loan for 5 years. The company signed an 

agreement with 11 international banks. It will spend the loan to refinance its debt obligations and to 

finance the current operations. S&P increased Uralkali’s BB- rating outlook to stable from negative.  

Acron’s subsidiary buys 19.9% in Verkhnekamsk Potash Company from Sberbank 

Dorogobuzh, a subsidiary of Acron holding, bought 19.9% of Verkhnekamsk Potash Company (VPC) 

from Sberbank. Later, the stake was sold back to Sberbank Investments. The first deal amounted to 

RUB15.8bn ($250.71mn), and the second made up RUB10.6bn. According to Acron’s release, 

Sberbank Investments has decided to extend its participation in the potash project for another four 

years. Acron has paid the partner accrued investment income by exercising a put option on 19.9% 

shares of VPC with a simultaneous sale of the same stake back to Sberbank Investments.  

The list of shareholders of Acron included Redbrick Investments (62.19%), Acronagroservice 

(23.27%) and nominee holder National Settlement Depository (9.43%) as of 31 December 2017.  

K+S stoped operations for nearly four days at Bethune mine 

K+S’s COO said in his interview that the stoppage of nearly four days at Canadian Bethune mine will 

weight on 2Q18 earnings. The official confirmed that the company still runs close to its FY guidance. 

The shares of K+S fell 3.7% on this news to 3.5-month low.  

Chile anti-trust regulator to probe Tianqi purchase of SQM stake 

The Chile’s regulator FNE said that it will open an investigation into the effects on the market of 

China’s Tianqi purchase of 24% stake in SQM. Chile’s government filed in March a compliant with the 

FNE alleging a potential fusion between the two lithium giants would distort the global market. 

Chinese fertilizer output down 5.7% YoY in May 

Chinese fertilizer output was down 5.7% YoY in May to 5.0mt, according to the Statistics’ Bureau. The 

Chinese exports is estimated at 3-4mt for 2018, down from4.7mt in 2017. 
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Figure 12. Chinese urea exports, mt Figure 13. Chinese energy costs, $/mt 

  

Source: Nutrien, CRU, Fertecon, Profercy Source: Nutrien, CRU, Fertecon, Profercy 

Chinese energy costs increased essentially, according to Nutrien presentation, while port urea 

inventories fell more than two times. According to Nutrien, the environmental pressure will impact 

Chinese production and future DAP/MAP export capabilities. The current operating rate for 

phosphates is estimated below 70% while it was above 80% in 2015.  

Figure 14. Chinese DAP/MAP exports, mt Figure 15. Chinese port urea inventories, mt 

  

Source: CRU, Nutrien Source: Nutrien, CRU, Fertecon, Profercy 
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Sector performance 
 
The fertilizer stocks were mostly on an upward trend, supported by a positive fertilizer price 

environment, good soft commodity prices, decreasing Chinese exports and tightening nitrogen market 

balance. Several companies will start the earnings season in July, probably supporting their previous 

positive market outlook for the year. Top performers in the sector were CF Industries, Nutrien, Archer 

Daniels. Worst performers were K+S, which may report weaker 2Q figures due to a stoppage at its 

Canadian mine and SQM on the back of the regulatory investigation of Tianqi purchasing 24% stake 

in SQM.  

Figure 16. Relative price performance of fertilizer stocks (in traded currency) 

 

Source: ThomsonReuters 

 

Figure 17. Consensus-based multiples for agrochemical producers  
 

Company Name MktCap, 
$ mn 

EV, $mn P/E 
Fwd 
1Y 

P/E 
Fwd 
2Y 

P/E 
Fwd 
3Y 

EV/ 
EBITDA 
1Y fwd 

EV/ 
EBITDA 
2Y fwd 

EV/ 
EBITDA 

3 fwd 

EV/ 
Sales 1y 

fwd 

EV/ 
Sales 2y 

fwd 

EV/ 
Sales 3y 

fwd 

Mosaic 10 711 15 422 19,0 14,4 12,0 8,4 7,6 7,1 1,6 1,6 1,5 

CF Industries 10 128 16 956 43,9 25,5 18,7 12,6 10,7 10,0 4,0 3,7 3,5 

Intrepid Potash 540 595 36,1 28,3 46,6 11,5 10,9 11,3 3,4 3,4 3,4 

K&S 4 714 7 684 15,8 11,6 10,6 7,9 7,0 6,5 1,6 1,6 1,5 

Yara International  11 136 14 349 22,8 12,8 10,3 8,7 6,5 5,7 1,2 1,1 1,0 

ICL Israel Chemicals  5 755 8 133 12,5 10,8 9,7 7,1 6,7 6,4 1,4 1,4 1,4 

SQM 12 474 12 736 24,2 20,5 17,5 12,9 10,9 9,5 5,4 4,6 4,2 

PhosAgro  4 641 6 540 8,4 7,5 6,7 6,2 6,0 5,4 1,9 1,9 1,7 

Nutrien 34 307 44 793 22,3 17,7 14,3 12,2 10,5 9,6 2,4 2,3 2,1 

Source: Thomson Reuters, as of 3 Jul 2018 

 
Figure 18. Investor Calendar 
6 July 2018 PhosAgro EGM 
16 July 2018 Yara International 2Q18 earnings release 
19 July 2018 Nutrien  AGM 
7 August 2018 Mosaic 2Q18 earnings release 
14 August 2018 K+S 2Q2018 earnings release 
August 2018 Acron 1H2018 IAS release 
5 September 2018 K+S Capital Markets Day at the Bethune Mine 

Source: Companies data 
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Analysts certification and disclaimer 
 
This report has been prepared and issued by Hypothesis Research Limited (“Hypothesis”) in 
accordance with Hypothesis policies for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of publication 
and distribution of investment research. Hypothesis is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (“FCA”). This report has been prepared by the analyst whose name appears on the 
front page of this report. 
The information contained within the report is intended for use by professional clients and eligible 
counterparties as defined in section 3 of the FCA Conduct of Business rules. Our research must not 
be acted on or relied upon by persons in the UK who would be categorised as retail clients. 
The report must not be distributed in any other jurisdictions where its distribution may be restricted by 
law. Persons into whose possession this report comes into should inform themselves about, and 
observe, any such restrictions. 
All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources 
that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this 
report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of Hypothesis and the analyst at the time of 
publication.  
Hypothesis does not offer or provide personalised advice. The information provided is not intended to 
be, and should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as, personalised advice as it does not 
have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any 
specific person who may receive this report. The information provided by us should not be construed 
by any subscriber or prospective subscriber as Hypothesis’ solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, 
subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned in this report. Investors should make their own 
investment decisions based upon their own financial objective and resources. 
Hypothesis has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing. Hypothesis, its respective directors, 
officers, employees and contractors do not hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this 
report. Hypothesis may perform services or solicit business from any of the companies mentioned in 
this report.  
The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large 
and sudden swings. In addition, it may be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate 
information about the value of securities mentioned in this report. Past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain 
information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet 
determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which 
may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially 
different from current expectations.  
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Hypothesis, its affiliates and contractors, and their 
respective directors, officers and employees will not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a 
result of reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee 
the returns on investments in the products discussed in this publication. 

Please find further information and disclaimer on http://www.hypothesisresearch.co.uk/disclaimer. 
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